Security

Cisco provides one of the industry’s most comprehensive advanced threat protection portfolios of products
and solutions. Our threat-centric and operational approach to security reduces complexity, while providing
superior visibility, continuous control, and advanced threat protection across the extended network and the
entire attack continuum.
Solve Complex Security Challenges
Cisco Security Services helps customers achieve better outcomes by making the most of technology and
financial investments. We combine security technologies, intelligence, analytics, and world-class experts
that only Cisco can provide. Customers gain knowledge and visibility for effective security services through
identification, isolation, and remediation.

Featured Products
Advanced Malware Protection (AMP)
Defend against breaches and threats on networks, endpoints,
and mobile devices.
AMP for Endpoints
	I AMP for Networks
AMP Threat Grid

Network Security
Get superior visibility, consistent control, and advanced threat
protection.
Next-Generation Intrusion Prevention Systems (NGIPS)
ASA with FirePOWER Services
FireSIGHT Management Center
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Email Security

Protect your data and reputation by mitigating emerging email-		
borne threats.
	Email Security
Email Security Appliance
Cloud Email Security

Web Security

Use an architectural approach to address web threats and 			
protect your data.
	Web Security
Web Security Appliance
Cloud Web Security

Featured Solutions
Secure Data Center
More securely evolve your data center to a next-generation 			
environment.

Secure Access
Lower risk and reduce breaches with business policy-based 		
access control.

AnyConnect Secure Mobility
Access the network and applications securely from anywhere, 		
on any device.

Cisco TrustSec

Get software-defined segmentation to enforce policy and 			
contain threats.

Velocis Advantage
Business to achieve immense benefits from Technology, requires both
outstanding technology and the ability to employ it properly.
Velocis can help you design and implement the solutions that make your
organization more efficient, collaborative, and responsive.
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